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Abstract
Olson, M. 2008. Från nationsbyggare till global marknadsnomad. Om medborgarskap i
svensk utbildningspolitik under 1990-talet. (On Citizenship in Swedish Education Policy in
the 1990s. From nation-building to nomadic life in a global market). Linköping Studies in
Pedagogic Practices 7. Linköping Studies in Behavioural Science 131. 277 pp. Linköping:
Linköping University Electronic Press. ISBN 978-91-7393-890-7.

In this thesis attention is drawn to Swedish education policy and citizenship. In times of
globalization, and with Swedish membership of the European Union, national policymaking
concerning the commissioned role of citizen upbringing has come under increased pressure. In
this study, light is shed on how this issue is given shape in Swedish education policy in the 1990s,
a period marked by significant changes in the field of education in Sweden. The core question
is, more precisely, what direction is being marked out for the Swedish schools´ commission,
laid down by law, to foster democratic citizens during this period.

By taking an interest in how objectives, visions and motives are formulated in education
policy texts from the 1990s, understandings of citizenship are mapped that characterize Swedish
education policy during this period. In addition, a more extensive analysis is carried out, by
means of which historical goals of the schools’ fostering of citizens prior to those of the 1990s
are presented. The aim of the study is critical. The understandings are reviewed in order to
revise what they include and exclude, as well as what possible consequences they may have for
different individuals and groups, and whether there are conceivable alternatives.

It is emphasised that two historical changes take place during the 1990s concerning the subject
of the content and meaning of citizenship in Swedish education policymaking. Firstly, during
the first part of the 1990s, a historically established citizen role is changed and replaced by other,
more market-oriented roles. During the latter part of the 1990s, when the market orientation is
reinforced in neo liberal courses, a second change emerges, the historically accepted basic idea
of inclusion – the nation – as the “we”-creating reference for civic spirit is shattered. It is replaced
by another – globalization – with other qualities that include and exclude different individuals
and groups. Finally, on the basis of these findings, some conditions for a possible alternative
are sketched. This alternative is given shape with the ambition of, to a greater extent than is
made visible in Swedish Education policy, reasoning about possibilities beyond presupposed
dividing properties for a “we”.

The power of language for political and societal change has an important role in this
dissertation. Political clashes concerning achieving preferential access to talk and interpretation
about upbringing objectives are examined by analyzing the texts’ talk about the schools’
commission to foster citizens. Light is shed on the outcomes of these clashes by examining
three vital areas for citizen upbringing, found to be crucial in this context: a political one, a
cultural one and an economical and working-life oriented one. These citizenship discourses are
elucidated and understandings of citizenship in Swedish education policy are given form and
alternatives are discussed.
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